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Major Financial Institution Installs Battery Room Hydrogen 
Monitoring System to Comply with Safety Regulations

Hydrogen Monitors in Compliance with NFPA 111

Remote Sensor Mounting Kit

Application: Battery Room Hydrogen Monitoring 
Industry: Financial Institution / Office Building
Results Achieved: 
 

Installed Hydrogen Monitoring System with Supervisory • 
Notification 

Integrated Hydrogen Monitoring System to Building Ventilation • 
to Meet Regulatory Building and Safety Code

Reduced Insurance Costs• 

Application
A Major financial institution upgraded their data center battery rooms for reliability, 
safety, and compliance with local building codes and NFPA 111. 

Challenge
Battery rooms at the financial institution had grown piecemeal as the data centers 
expanded. Safety systems were either nonexistent or inadequate to serve the larger 
stored energy capacities now present. 

Newer stored energy system requirements force UPS users to upgrade existing battery 
rooms for compliance with local fire and building codes and NFPA 111, “Standard on 
Stored Electrical Energy Emergency and Standby Power Systems.”

During charging, lead acid batteries discharge Hydrogen that ignites easily and 
explodes when present in high concentrations. A Hydrogen flame is invisible and fires 
are extremely hazardous to personnel.

The bank required reliable Hydrogen detection to satisfy their insurance company and 
comply with NFPA 111, referenced in the local fire and building codes.

Solution
A Sensidyne SensAlarm Plus gas monitoring system was installed with Hydrogen 
specific gas sensors. Ceiling mounted remote sensor heads monitored the lighter than 
air Hydrogen while the SensAlarm Plus enclosure was installed outside the entry door. 
The gas detection system integrated with battery charging equipment and ventilation 
fans. Installation was simplified due to easily remote mounted sensor heads that only 
required a 4-conductor cable connection.


